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ABSTRACT

A recent demonstration of spin precession using channeling in a bent crystal offers the interesting possibility of a technique to measure magnetic moments of short-lived charm baryons. There are significant differences among theoretical models of these moments. Accumulating experimental evidence indicates the tools used for hyperon magnetic moment measurements, polarized production and decay asymmetries, may also be available with heavier baryons. Useful measurements may be possible using the channeling technique but they will require challenging beam conditions.
Introduction

The spin of a channeled particle\(^1\) moving in a bent crystal should precess through an angle $\phi$ given by:

$$\phi = \gamma \omega (g-2)/2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

for $\gamma \gg 1$, where $\gamma$ is the Lorentz factor, $g$ is the gyromagnetic ratio, and $\omega$ is the deflection angle of the channeled particle\(^2\). In a recent experiment at Fermilab\(^3\) this spin precession was observed for the first time. Polarized $\Sigma^+$ from the Fermilab charged hyperon beam were channeled in two 4.5 cm long silicon crystals with 1.65 mrad bends, resulting in a spin precession of $60\pm17^\circ$. This was in agreement with the predicted value of $62^\circ$ based on the world average of the measurements of the $\Sigma^+$ magnetic moment. During the precession the magnitude of the $\Sigma^+$ polarization remained unchanged to within the precision of the measurement.

The spin precession can be ascribed to an equivalent magnetic field giving rise to the same angular deflection as the bent crystal. This is more than a metaphor since the electric fields that channel the particles Lorentz transform into the equivalent magnetic field. The equivalent magnetic field for bent crystal channeling for the case $\beta \approx 1$ is:

$$B = p/0.3R$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

(here $B$ is in tesla, $p$, the momentum, is in GeV/c, and $R$, the radius of curvature, is in m). The minimum value of the crystal radius of curvature is the Tsyganov radius\(^4\), the radius where the particle will no longer channel since the centrifugal force overcomes the channeling. In the extreme relativistic limit the Tsyganov radius is:

$$R_T = pc/eE_C$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $e$ is the charge of the electron and $E_C$ is the critical field at which the particle no longer channels. In practical experiments the radius of curvature must be several times larger than the Tsyganov radius to avoid significant dechanneling. The radius of curvature in the recent Fermilab experiment using a silicon crystal was 27 m or ten times the Tsyganov radius. The Tsyganov radius is proportional to $1/Z$ where $Z$ is the nuclear charge of the crystal material. Increasing from $Z=14$ (Si) to $Z=32$ (Ge) or $Z=74$ (W) could give substantially higher fields as well as larger channeling critical angles. (The critical angle determines the angular acceptance for channeled particles.) Note, however, that crystals with low dislocation densities are needed for high energy channeling. It is here that Si excels. For the Fermilab demonstration the equivalent magnetic field was 45 tesla. Channeling in single crystals could be preserved for equivalent fields to order 1000 T.
Because they produce large deflections in a short length of crystal, these high effective magnetic fields associated with bent crystal channeling offer a unique possibility for the measurement of the magnetic moments of particles with lifetimes such that their mean path lengths are order 1 cm. These path lengths are characteristic of a charm baryon with energy in the several hundred GeV range. On the other hand, the angular acceptance for planar channeling is small, on the order of 10 μrad for silicon at 400 GeV. This should be compared to typical particle production distributions which are in the 1 mrad range. The channeling angular acceptance represents a significant limitation for applying channeling to magnetic moment measurements.

This note first examines potential improvements to the Fermilab channeling experiment as well as other recent developments, then considers their application to measuring charm baryon magnetic moments. To apply the channeling technique to charm baryon magnetic moment measurements it is first necessary to understand whether the parameters of the recent Fermilab test can be scaled to more ambitious experiments. Next it is necessary that the short-lived particles be produced with some polarization and that decay modes exist with non-zero values of α (the asymmetry parameter) to measure the polarization precession. Finally, it is essential to accumulate a large enough sample of decays to do a precession analysis. Since the error on the asymmetry $\Delta A = \sqrt{3/N}$, a 10% measurement for a typical polarization requires on the order of $N = 10,000$ events.

An important question is whether such measurements are useful. Recent theoretical results bearing on this point are also discussed.

Could the Fermilab Measurement of the $\Sigma^+$ Hyperon Magnetic Moment Be Improved?

To answer this question it is useful to look at the event flow for the recent Fermilab experiment. Table 1 gives a detailed presentation of the predicted number of events based on the flux and the expected channeling properties. These results and the uncertainties are summarized in the thesis of Chen. This table recapitulates the event flow from the total number of particles through the system to the final sample. It is broken down into several parts: 1) the total flux of particles in the experiment, 2) the number of $\Sigma$ that decayed within the active volume after the channeling crystal and were accepted by the system, 3) the channeling acceptance including spatial and angular effects as well as dechanneling, and 4) the number that pass through the analysis cuts. The predicted and observed number of events agree to within a factor of two, which is consistent with the uncertainties of the comparison.
A second approach that is more experimentally-based has also been used to check the transmission. This is done by comparing the observed number of long-lived channeled particles to the expected number for one run. This eliminates problems related to summing alternating polarizations over many runs, uncertainty as to the fraction of $\Sigma$ in the beam, and the $\Sigma$ decay volume. In his thesis Chen finds that the theoretical rate is 50% larger than the experimental rate and that the uncertainty is 50% so that this comparison is also consistent.

Some of the factors where there are opportunities for improvement have been listed in Table 2. Different choices of the beam energy and $x_F$ (Feynman $x$) for the $\Sigma$ in other high energy experiments have produced polarizations up to $P=0.2$ but at some cost in rate. For E761, running at a small $p_t$ would have produced a larger polarization and a higher rate. By decreasing the radius of curvature by a factor of 3 to 5 and lengthening the crystal it is possible to achieve bending angles using channeling that are comparable to magnetic deflections used in earlier precision experiments. The spatial acceptance could be increased by a factor of twenty-five by increasing the active region of the crystals and making them slightly thicker as well as by using a second set of crystals. Of course it is necessary to be sure the phase space of the crystals is matched to the phase space of the beam. With these modifications it would take about 60 hours of running to match the statistics of the precision experiments carried out in the eighties.

The systematic uncertainties associated with the bent crystal technique and magnetic deflection are not that different. The biggest intrinsic uncertainty in the channeling experiment is associated with the channeling deflection angle. For the recent test the uncertainty in the deflection angle was 25 $\mu$rad. For a 10 mrad deflection this would result in a 0.25% systematic uncertainty.

While these comparisons are interesting, channeling appears to have no role for future precision measurements of conventional hyperons. The E761 experiment where the channeling test was carried out also accumulated ten times the sample of the previously-published $\Sigma^+$ magnetic moment experiments for a magnetic moment measurement. Thus it would appear that the channeling technique would always be at a disadvantage because of the limited acceptance. Bent crystal channeling holds no advantage for hyperon magnetic moment measurements because normal magnetic fields are strong enough to precess hyperons a sufficient amount at high energy before they decay.
Theoretical Predictions of Charm Baryon Magnetic Moments:

Theoretical modeling of hyperon and other baryon magnetic moments has a long, interesting, and not entirely successful history. The simple non-relativistic quark model explained the ratio of the neutron and proton magnetic moments. SU(3) (for example the independent quark model of De Rujula-Georgi-Glashow) related the A moment to the Σ. Currently none of the magnetic moment models successfully predict all the features of the hyperon moments. Some are unconcerned by this disagreement, arguing that the details could be determined with a full lattice gauge theory calculation and that little new would be learned at this time by modeling the experimental data. However others suggest that these discrepancies can yield valuable insights into the non-perturbative structure of hadrons.

The present experimental information only partially covers the baryon magnetic moments. A reasonable question is whether it would be worthwhile to measure some of the remaining ones. One answer is that a charm baryon magnetic moment measurement would give some insight into the magnetic moment of the charm quark. Specifically, in the simple quark model the magnetic moment of the Λc baryon is the magnetic moment of the charm quark. This is exactly the same as the case for the Λ^0 where the other two light quarks are both members of the same isospin multiplet in the spin singlet state and the I=0 heavy quark (the strange quark in the Λ^0 case) is required to have zero orbital angular momentum. The magnetic moment of the charm quark should be related to the strange quark as the ratio -2m_s/m_c. Azimov notes that confirmation of the simple quark model prediction for the Λc moment would be evidence supporting the existence of a cloud of light quarks around a heavy constituent quark.

A number of theoretical groups have made estimates of the charm baryon magnetic moments. An early calculation by Choudhury and Joshi used the U(4) symmetry group, while Lichtenberg employed SU(4). Pandit et al. employed a variation on the independent quark model along the lines of De Rujula-Georgi-Glashow to calculate the moments. Jena et al. also used the independent quark model with a logarithmic potential in the spirit of the Quigg-Rosner calculations of the charm mass splittings. Bose and Singh based their estimates on the MIT bag model for the potential while Oh et al. employed a topological soliton model following the work of Riska et al. Surprisingly, this model agrees quite closely with quark model predictions in many cases. Table 3 lists several of these predictions for positively-charged baryons with one unit of charm that might be able to be measured with bent crystal channeling. In the simplest models, the Σ^+_c has the same magnetic moment as the Λ^+_c, but one might expect to see mixing with the Σ^+_c', producing a corresponding change in the magnetic moment of the physical Σ^+_c state.
As in the case of the hyperon magnetic moments, there are significant differences between the models. For example, estimates for the $\Xi_c^+$ magnetic moment differ by a factor of two. Several of these calculations are more than a decade old so some of the differences are due to the use of different information for potentials and charm mass. It would be useful to understand the differences between the models in more detail. It does appear that there should be interesting physics that would be illuminated by measurements of charm magnetic moments.

Extending Channeling Magnetic Moment Measurements to Charm Baryons

In the introduction it was pointed out that crystal channeling is quite well suited to magnetic moment measurements of short-lived particles from the standpoint of achieving substantial spin precession within the particle lifetime. For example, while the decay length of a 300 GeV/c $\Xi^+$ is 6 m, the decay length for a $\Lambda_c$ with the same momentum is 7.5 mm, so the high effective field of a crystal is needed to achieve some precession. As noted earlier, three other elements are needed to carry out a spin precession measurement: 1) a production mechanism that produces polarized, short-lived baryons, 2) a decay mode with a non-zero asymmetry parameter to use as a polarization analyzer, and 3) samples of channeled, polarized short-lived baryons on the order of 10,000 events or more.

A group working with the BIS-2 spectrometer at Serpukhov$^{20}$ has reported a limit on the polarization of $\Lambda_c$ produced by 40-70 GeV neutrons that is about two $\sigma$ away from zero and in line with hyperon polarizations. More recently Jezabek et al.$^{21}$ have reported evidence for polarization in a 121 event sample from the ACCMOR detector at CERN (NA-32). They look at the decay mode $\Lambda_c^+ \rightarrow pK^-\pi^+$, a mode with a branching ratio of 3.2%. Because this is a three-body decay they must use a technique similar to the approaches suggested by Berman and Jacob$^{22}$ or Bjorken$^{23}$. The Bjorken approach extends the alpha, beta, gamma formalism used for two-body hyperon decays to multi-body modes. Note that information on the final charm baryon spin direction could also be inferred from observation of the decay of the daughter baryon. For example, the $\Lambda^0$ will carry information on the spin direction of its parent.

Groups at Cornell$^{24}$ and DESY$^{25}$ have now reported measurements of the $\Lambda_c$ decay asymmetry parameter for the decay $\Lambda_c \rightarrow \Lambda\pi'$. Both groups get values of $\alpha$ that are about $-1.0 \pm 0.4$ so that the asymmetry is pleasingly large. This is also in line with theoretical estimates. The branching ratio to this channel is about 0.6%. Small branching ratios to two body states are a general problem for charm baryon studies. On the other hand, the Bjorken formalism may be able to be exploited for the other states.
Unfortunately one other element is needed, the sample of ten thousand or so channeled, polarized charm baryons. The largest sample of $\Lambda_c + pK\pi$ so far published for fixed target running in a hadron beam is 154 events by ACCMOR in 1990\textsuperscript{26}, the data set used for the Jezabek et al. analysis. Currently the published world sample of $\Lambda_c$ is less than 2000. This is a long way from what is required. E791, a high-statistics charm production experiment at Fermilab, now has an order of magnitude more data on tape than the ACCMOR sample. (However there may be little or no polarization since the baryons are produced by pions at small angles.) E781, an experiment to study charm baryon production at Fermilab, expects to get samples of 70,000 events per decay channel. E781 will be carried out during the next Fermilab fixed target running period.

There are also two further technical complications related to channeling that must be considered. The first is that useful bent-crystal channeling only occurs for positive particles. This rules out measurements of the magnetic moments of negative particles. The second complication is that it will not be possible to use the channeling crystal itself as a target for short-lived particle production. That is because the nuclei in the crystal are at the edges of the channels so that it is not possible to capture a charm particle produced in a crystal into a channel. This means that a separate target must be used upstream of the channeling crystal. The length of the target could not be much longer than the charm particle mean path length. This complication might be balanced by the fact that the channeled short-lived particles are bent out of the beam so that it may be possible to build an effective, high-rate trigger. An advantage of charm baryon production with a negative hyperon beam is that the beam particles would not channel.

**Potential Magnetic Moment Measurements**

Studies of potential charm magnetic moment measurements are needed for several reasons. One is to understand the beam rate required to do a useful measurement in a reasonable time. A second is to gain some insight into the key parameters that would enter into a measurement such as the momentum and angular distribution of the charm baryons and their decay products. Knowledge of these parameters will help in the design of triggers that can work at the high beam rates that are expected to be required.

We have used a Monte Carlo study coupled with an analytical calculation to investigate rate questions as well as the effects of crystal length and bend angle. The study was done in the context of Fermilab E781. For the study, particles were assumed to be produced by a 600 GeV/c beam. (E781 will operate at 650 GeV/c.) Amorphous tungsten was used as the target to get high nuclear density. Two different production processes were considered. A proton beam was assumed for $\Lambda_c$ production while for the $E_c$ case a hyperon beam was employed to enhance polarization and charm.
production in the spirit of the proposed E781 experiment. Conventional parameterizations\textsuperscript{27} of \( x_F \) and \( p_t \) were used for the charm production cross sections.

Polarization was assumed to be 0.2. This may be optimistic. The asymmetry parameter was taken to be \( \alpha=1 \), in line with the recent CLEO and ARGUS measurements for \( \Lambda_c \to \Lambda \pi^+ \). The study used the channeling parameters from the Fermilab E761 test, that is, a Si crystal bent along the (111) plane to deflect the charm baryon and precess its spin. The front face of the crystal was assumed to be large enough to accept all of the incident production flux. This appears to be reasonably easy to achieve. No detector efficiencies were folded into the calculation.

The number of channeled charm baryons produced is a product of eight factors:

1. the probability that the production particle reacts one and only one time in the target,
2. the fraction of the interactions that produce charm baryons that decay to the mode under study, and
3. the probability of the charm particle not decaying before it exits after channeling through the full length of the deflecting crystal. This depends on the momentum of the particle.
4. The channeling acceptance. This is proportional to the critical angle and related to the production transverse momentum folded with the beam angular distribution and \( x_F \).
5. The surface acceptance for channeling. This is due to the microstructure of the lattice and is assumed to be 1/2.
6. The likelihood that the particle does not undergo ordinary dechanneling and
7. the likelihood that the particle does not undergo bending dechanneling. This decreases as the radius of curvature of the crystal decreases and depends on the momentum.
8. The requirement that \( p_t \) be large enough so that the particle is polarized.

These eight terms lead to an expression that was evaluated using a Monte Carlo for different values of the target and crystal length as well as the crystal bend angle with the requirement that there were enough events for a 10% measurement of the magnetic moment.

The angle and crystal length given by the calculation are large and lead to a rather large charm baryon attenuation. For the optimization for the \( \Lambda_c \), the tungsten target thickness is 0.6 cm, the crystal length is 2 cm, and the crystal bend angle is 15 mrad. The precession is -0.054 radians for a naive quark model magnetic moment. For the \( \Xi_c \), the optimum target thickness is 2.3 cm, the crystal length is 2.2 cm, and the bend angle is 5 mrad.
precession is $-0.008$ radians. For both the $\Lambda_c$ and the $\Xi_c$ the average momentum of the channeled particles that survive and are suitable for a spin precession measurement is about half the incident beam momentum.

A ten percent measurement of the magnetic moment of the $\Lambda_c^+$ using the decay $\Lambda_c^+ \rightarrow pK^-\pi^+$ requires about 600 hours in a $10^9$ particles/s proton beam. Such a beam would not permit operation of normal in-beam single particle detectors. A $\Xi_c$ measurement using a very optimistic $10^8$ s$^{-1}$ hyperon beam would require about 5000 hours.

The calculation is not sensitive to the target length provided the target is about one charm baryon decay length thick. The maxima for the deflection angle and the crystal length are also relatively shallow so that a serious optimization could be made based on other factors, such as background. For example, background considerations might dictate a large bending angle while the desire for a large number of charm candidates suggests a short crystal and a smaller bend.

A technique called bias canceling has been used in most high energy hyperon magnetic moment measurements. The hyperon polarization is reversed frequently to cancel out systematic uncertainties. If the charm baryons are produced by a polarized $\Sigma$ beam and that gives spin transfer (as may be tried in Fermilab E781), a conventional bias canceling approach can be used. The polarization of the $\Sigma$ beam can be reversed in the normal way by changing the $\Sigma$ production angle and looking at forward-produced charm baryons. On the other hand, a different approach must be followed if the charm baryons are produced by unpolarized protons. Since the charm baryons are short-lived there is no "hyperon-like" beam where the production angle can be reversed to reverse the polarization and thereby do bias canceling. The polarization will have to be established on an event-by-event basis by determining the angle between the baryon and the production particle. This weighting should be facilitated by the good angular resolution of the channel, on the order of 10 $\mu$rad. Exact reproduction of opposite bends will not be necessary since a single crystal will accept events with the full range of production angles and thus of polarization directions. However, the use of two crystals, or changing the bend in one crystal, could provide information on systematic effects.

Going to higher energy at an accelerator like the SSC might improve magnetic moment measurements with bent crystals$^{28}$. The lifetime in the laboratory frame and $\gamma$ would increase, resulting in more precession (although the precession in conventional magnetic fields would still be very small). The cross section for charm baryon production is also expected to increase significantly. The behavior of baryon polarization with increasing beam energy depends
on the baryon\textsuperscript{29}. More studies are needed to assess the potential of higher energy.

A good trigger strategy would be crucial for a successful short-lived magnetic moment measurement. A complete optimization would have to include correlation effects and take the trigger into account. Full Monte Carlo studies are an appropriate approach for these studies.

**Summary**

Plausible improvements in the recent Fermilab demonstration of $\Sigma^+$ bent-crystal spin precession could measure positive hyperon magnetic moments with a precision comparable to conventional measurements of a decade ago. However, the natural regime for application of the bent crystal technique is for measurements of the short-lived charm baryon magnetic moments where the effective fields of order one thousand tesla can produce substantial spin precession. The technique is limited by the small acceptance of the channeling process, the need for charm baryon production outside the channeling crystal, and the requirement that the channeled particle have a positive charge.

Small samples of charm baryons suggest that they will exhibit the same intriguing polarizations seen with the hyperons. Recent experiments have also shown that some charm baryon two-body decays have non-zero asymmetry parameters. These two facts indicate that the current techniques for spin precession used for hyperons could be carried over to charm baryon magnetic moment measurements. It would be useful to have more information on these two areas, particularly on the polarization and the practical application of the Bjorken spin analysis.

Heroic beam rates will probably be required, in part because of the small channeling acceptance and in part because branching ratios to particular final states are small. In turn, these rates place extreme requirements on the detector instrumentation. These problems may be partially balanced out by substantial deflections of the short-lived particles that result from using the bent crystals.

While application of bent crystal channeling to short-lived magnetic moment measurements would be challenging the experiments may eventually be within reach. The possibilities should not be overlooked in planning for future charm baryon experiments. Continuing theoretical and experimental investigations of these polarization processes, asymmetries, and magnetic moments appear to be warranted.

We have not discussed the measurement of beauty baryon magnetic moments with the bent crystal technique. While beauty
particle lifetimes are comparable to charm lifetimes and the expected magnetic moments are in the same range, the beauty production cross sections are very small at Tevatron fixed target energies. Even at LHC fixed target energies the possibility is daunting. An additional problem is that the beauty quark has a negative charge so that the beauty baryons have negative or neutral charges and could not be channeled. Positively-charged anti particles could be channeled but the production rates would be smaller yet.
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Table 1

TRANSMISSION TABLE
E-761 Σ⁺ Channeling Magnetic Moment Measurement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICLES IN THE BEAM:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam flux: 100,000 particles/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty factor: 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live time: 0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running time: 74 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total particles in beam: 7.6*10⁹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Σ THROUGH SPECTROMETER:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in the beam 0.57% at start of decay vol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>decays in decay vol. 0.73 decay in 10 m decay vol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching ratio: 0.516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency of track finding: 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of Σ→np 1.3*10⁷</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHANNELING ACCEPTANCE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Area:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beam size: 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal size 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective crystal size 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall areal acceptance 4.1*10⁻³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channeling angular acceptance: 0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.94*2Φc/2/Gfwhm) where Φc/2=8.2 µrad is the critical angle (HWHM) and Gfwhm=72 µrad is the beam vertical angle (FWHM) subtended by a crystal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dechanneling (1/e length 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>=41 cm, with bend)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface acceptance: 0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total channeled Σ→np 4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>including dechanneling</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KINEMATIC, GEOMETRY CUTS 0.9

Predicted total number of good events: 4400
Signal less background 2167±47
Table 2

Possibility of an Improved $\Sigma'$ Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>E-761 Channeling</th>
<th>Improved Experiment</th>
<th>Ankenbrandt et al. PRL 51, 863 (83)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precession Angle</td>
<td>60°</td>
<td>420°</td>
<td>417°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical Acceptance</td>
<td>0.12 mm</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horizontal Acceptance</td>
<td>4 mm</td>
<td>13 mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystals</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improvement</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Running Time</td>
<td>74 hrs</td>
<td>58 hrs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Events</td>
<td>2100</td>
<td>44,000</td>
<td>44,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3

SOME CHARM BARYON MAGNETIC MOMENT PREDICTIONS:
(in nuclear magnetons)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Prediction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent Quark Model ala DGG (Pandit et al.)</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Quark Model log V in spirit of Quigg-Rosner (Jena and Rath)</td>
<td>0.352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT Bag Model (Bose and Singh)</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topological Soliton (Oh, Min, Rho, &amp; Scoccola; Riska)</td>
<td>0.28-0.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>